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§0. Preliminary Note on Human Nature

For many centuries it was often said that due to nature or human nature, stable world peace was not possible and perhaps not desirable. For many centuries it was often said that due to nature or human nature, human heavier-than-air flight was not possible and perhaps not desirable. For many centuries it was often said that due to nature or human nature, the banning of human slavery was not possible and perhaps not desirable.

According to the third-century-BCE Chinese prince and scholar, Han Fei Tzu: “King Yen practiced benevolence and righteousness and the state of Hsü was wiped out; Tsu-kung employed eloquence and wisdom and Lu lost territory. So it is obvious that benevolence and righteousness, eloquence and wisdom, are not the means by which to maintain the state.” (Watson, 1964).

The so-called “Parable of the Tribes” or “Prisoner’s Dilemma” helps explain why things sometimes go from bad to worse. Understanding the Parable or Dilemma may help us, individually and collectively, engender a future that goes from good to better instead of from bad to worse. Our apparent inability – in many past centuries – to ban human slavery, to engage in heavier-than-air flight, or to achieve stable world peace cannot be reduced to nature or human nature.
Schmookler (1984) explains the error of reducing all human problems to nature or human nature; Schmookler explains the Parable of the Tribes this way: “In an anarchic situation … no one can choose that the struggle for power shall cease. … no one is free to choose peace, but anyone can impose upon all the necessity for power. [And humans, unlike nonhuman animals, have the ability to modify their anarchic situation.]”

Evans (1995) also explains the error of reducing all human problems to nature or human nature; Evans explains the Prisoner’s Dilemma this way: “The prisoner’s dilemma describes a possible situation in which prisoners are offered various deals and prospects of punishment. The options and outcomes are so constructed that it is rational for each person, when deciding in isolation, to pursue a course which each finds [in terms of actual results] to be against his interest and therefore [in terms of actual results] irrational. … Such a scenario postulates a lack of enforced cooperation; and to avoid the undesirable outcome, the actors in the drama need to be forced into cooperation by a system of [enforced] rules.”

§1. Preliminary Note on Terminology

My “UP-TO” proposal is meant to be a general outline or approach to achieve world peace, freedom, and prosperity. If “the devil is in the details,” I leave such details to those more qualified than I. Nevertheless I have to use words even to suggest the general proposal such as it is. These words may be easily misunderstood. Thus herewith below a preliminary note on terminology. (I suggest consulting The Law of Peoples by John Rawls if one wishes to attempt to improve on the terminology – i.e., the meaning of “peoples” and “well-ordered peoples”.)

I have chosen to use the word “peoples.” As a first approximation: By “peoples” I mean to include “states” (e.g., members of the United Nations) and “quasi-states” (e.g., Taiwan/ROC/Chinese Taipei). Strategic ambiguity and strategic clarity each have their proper roles to play in human life and world betterment. Such decisions of ambiguity or clarity I leave to those actually involved in negotiating to achieve a better world. Given
such a concrete context, they (not I) may decide, for example, whether “quasi-states” should be included or whether only “states” should be counted as “peoples.”

I have chosen to use the term “well-ordered peoples.” As a first approximation: By “well-ordered peoples” I mean to include “democratic peoples” and “decent peoples” (somewhat along the lines suggested by John Rawls in his *The Law of Peoples*, but so as to be consistent with the previous paragraph). Here again I leave it to those actually negotiating the agreement or treaty to decide whether “decent peoples” should be included or whether only “democratic peoples” should be counted as “well-ordered.” The UP part of the UP-TO proposal will be identified primarily with the term “well-ordered peoples” (as distinguished from the broader term “peoples”). The TO part of the UP-TO proposal will be identified primarily with the term “peoples” (as distinguished from the narrower term “well-ordered peoples”).

Below, I do NOT say that the European Union MUST take the lead to achieve world peace, freedom, and prosperity. Again, I am not the most qualified person to decide this pragmatic question (of leadership in the present context). Nevertheless on this issue I wish now to express my opinion. My opinion is that the European Union should take the lead in achieving world peace, freedom, and prosperity. A detailed defense of this tentative opinion (“that the European Union should take the lead”) is beyond the purview of the present paper. However below I outline an “UP-TO” approach which I believe is doable at the level of international politics. For it to prove successful, it will require assistance from the United States. But I see the project as having a better chance of success if the EU (European Union) takes the leadership role. My belief or opinion is that it is in the interest of the United States and of the world for the United States to encourage the EU to take the leadership role in this unprecedented endeavor. So what exactly is the UP-TO proposal I am so excited about and want the EU and others to implement? First I will describe UP, then I will describe TO. 1
§2. The “UP”:
Union of Well-ordered Peoples

Immanuel Kant’s *Perpetual Peace*, published in 1795, is a remarkable piece of social science foresight. In 1795, very few republics existed and no liberal democracies existed (e.g. consider civil rights issues related to slavery and women). Kant argued for republicanism and for an expanding concert of peaceful republics. He believed this approach (as distinguished from the universal membership approach) would eventually lead (in the 21st century?) to a global stable peace.

The UP proposal is a proposal for a terrestrial Union of Peoples Well-ordered. On today’s Earth, the People of China and the People of Russia are NOT well-ordered – but the EU Peoples and the North America Peoples, among many others, do have the actual substance of cultural norms and working mechanisms (rather than the mere form of words or documents or elections) that considerably support the rights of persons and that considerably tend to prevent war among such like-minded well-ordered peoples. Reminiscent of Kant, this is sometimes referred to by today’s political scientists as the world’s “zone of peace.”

Let me point out that although the UP and the TO are separate entities with separate terrestrial-extraterrestrial functions, they are nevertheless expected, with help from the EU and others, to be birthed on the same date and to be perpetually on speaking terms with each other. Signatories of peoples to the (terrestrial) UP are members of the UP Voting Council; signatories of peoples to the (extraterrestrial) TO are members of the UP Advisory Council. Likewise, signatories of peoples to the (extraterrestrial) TO are members of the TO Voting Council; signatories of peoples to the (terrestrial) UP are members of the TO Advisory Council.

The UP (Union of Well-ordered Peoples) idea is inspired in part by the Daalder and Lindsay proposal for a CD (Concert of Democracies). (The article by Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay is entitled “Democracies of the World, Unite”.) While the UP and the CD concepts are not altogether identical, either realization may be expected to provide a number of benefits to world betterment,
including: (1) Strengthening and expanding the positive relationship zone of peace and peaceful activities among UP or CD societies; and, (2) Weakening the negative temptations of UP or CD societies, such as (A) crusading imperialism; (B) imprudent appeasement; and, (C) moralistic isolationism.

§3. The “TO”:
Treaty Organization Acting for a Better Cosmos

The TO proposal is a proposal for an extraterrestrial Treaty Organization Acting for a Better Cosmos. Before I explain the TO proposal in more detail, let me again point out that although the UP and the TO are separate entities with separate terrestrial-extraterrestrial functions, they are nevertheless expected, with help from the EU and others, to be birthed on the same date and to be perpetually on speaking terms with each other. Signatories of peoples to the (terrestrial) UP are members of the UP Voting Council; signatories of peoples to the (extraterrestrial) TO are members of the UP Advisory Council. Likewise, signatories of peoples to the (extraterrestrial) TO are members of the TO Voting Council; signatories of peoples to the (terrestrial) UP are members of the TO Advisory Council. Note that the People of China and the People of Russia may indeed be founding (voting) members of TO but not of UP; on the one hand, they are peoples – on the other hand, they are not yet well-ordered. (At some point in time in the 21st century, perhaps China and Russia will become well-ordered.)

Previously above I have explained the “Union of Peoples Well-ordered” (UP) idea. Now I present the TO (“Treaty Organization Acting for a Better Cosmos”) part of the UP-TO proposal. I believe that both the UP and TO ideas are desirable and feasible for today’s world, even more so if implemented together (UP-TO). These two Concerts, acting more or less in concert, may have historically unusual (“doubly-synergistic”) abilities to transmute our outmoded world into a “transcivilization” of peaceful prosperous societies.

We may not know the actual or secret (classified) policies of the United States and others with respect to extraterrestrial space.
It is nevertheless true that over 100 nations (including all of the “major” ones) publicly claim to support the 1967 Outer Space Treaty (or have at least signed it). The purpose of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty is to promote the peaceful uses of outer space. But today, as we approach its half-century mark, the 1967 peace treaty continues to have no enforcement mechanism.

The TO would serve two functions: (1) as gateway between planet earth and peaceful space – this includes enforceably banning weapons and weapons-making from extraterrestrial space; and, (2) as midwife to an evolving Extraterrestrial Society.

As I proceed to discuss these two functions, I want to attempt to offer a realistic vision of future extraterrestrial technology. This should help us better understand how to think about TO (and UP-TO). But realistic visions sometimes change. Accordingly, we will want TO to be flexible enough to change in case our “realistic vision” changes!

It has been said that if your prediction of far-future technological capacities does not sound like science fiction, then your prediction is wrong. Accordingly, please momentarily assume that the following vision (which may sound like science fiction) is indeed realistic. You can then later critically examine the notes and bibliography to independently decide for yourself.

The astounding capacity of future technology can be glimpsed at by taking a non-controversial look at the future of extraterrestrial O’Neill Habitats and of molecular Drexler Technology (and their eventual melding together).[^5[^6] I say non-controversial because the controversy in each case is over when, not if. Thus for present purposes we can overcome this dispute by simply talking non-controversially about these kinds of capacities in the far future (bypassing timeline predictions of near or far). Abundant extraterrestrial resources will be used to construct greener-than-earth, self-sufficient, self-replicating O’Neill Habitats in orbit around planets and suns. Accordingly, barring catastrophe, it seems highly likely that in the long run almost all of our multitudinous offspring will be permanently living and working somewhere in the universe other than on planet Earth.
Indeed, molecular Drexler Technology is not required for construction and development of extraterrestrial O’Neill Habitats (“SEG communities”) – it just makes the task easier.

Historically one of the reasons that Terrestrial civilizations of old engaged in wars against each other was to gain more territory, and the power and glory that came with empire. (Human-caused global warming, human-made weapons of mass death and destruction, and a human-crowded global village did not yet exist.) As life grew denser on planet earth, the environment on which each organism depended increasingly consisted of other living things. But the development of advanced O’Neill Habitats (Sustainable Extraterrestrial Greener-than-earth communities, or SEGs) in orbit around a planet or a sun will mean multiple, self-reproducing biospheres; "unlimited free land" (freely available territory); and the realistic possibility of intentional (i.e., voluntary) communities for all persons. Instead of remaining in the community or culture of one's birth, one will be realistically free to experiment living in one kind of community or another. New kinds of cultures and communities will be enabled by the new extraterrestrial technology.

According to Carter and Dale (1974): “Most of the progressive and dynamic civilizations of mankind started on new land – on land that had not been the center of a former civilization.” The following metaphorical insights have been widely quoted by SEG experts: "The Earth was our cradle, but we will not live in the cradle forever." "Space habitats [SEGs] are the children of Mother Earth." According to Carl Sagan, our long-term survival is a matter of “spaceflight or extinction”; all civilizations become either space-faring or extinct. According to the “mass extinction” article in The Columbia Encyclopedia (6th ed.): “The extinctions, however, did not conform to the usual evolutionary rules regarding who survives; the only factor that appears to have improved a family of organisms’ chance of survival was widespread geographic colonization.”

[3.1 Gateway Between Planet Earth And Peaceful Space]

The TO would serve as gateway between planet earth and peaceful space – this includes enforceably banning weapons and weapons-making from extraterrestrial space.

As explained above, eventually there will be many Extraterrestrials, few Terrestrials. We can understand the practical or special interests that might prevent us from banning weapons and their manufacture from today's Earth. Indeed, someday there might be analogous practical or special interests in extraterrestrial space unless we engage in foresight today to proactively and enforceably ban weapons and their manufacture from extraterrestrial space.

On the one hand, our political interests today may constrain us in our present time and place. But, on the other hand, our political interests today may free us with respect to future times and places (e.g. our extraterrestrial future). What this means is that today we have a realistic prospect of proactively establishing the legal structure and enforcement powers needed for a world at stable peace in extraterrestrial space.

If we wait until later, we may not be so free to "do the right thing" and establish stable peace in extraterrestrial space. Extraterrestrial space is immense; it is all of the universe except for a single small planet. Eventually it might even become feasible to extend stable peace to planet Earth and thus the entire universe.

It is my belief that the suggested Extraterrestrial Space Treaty Organization (TO) will make a fine gift to our offspring and, by the way, help present Earthlings as well. But if we want a good world at stable peace (whether that world be Terrestrial Civilization or Extraterrestrial Transcivilization), it would seem we must be willing to unblinkingly face up to the following questions: Is stable peace possible if each person or each people is passionately convinced that their worldview is basically good and correct – and that other worldviews are evil or bad or incorrect? If we could enforceably prevent each and every person from killing any person over a conflict (say, a conflict of worldviews), would
we do so? If so, how would we resolve our conflicts fairly or justly?

One advantage we have in facing up to these difficult questions is that we can use our imaginations to futuristically view ourselves as Extraterrestrials living in intentional communities (SEGs or O’Neill Habitats). We can further assume that a political structure there and then exists that we describe as a good world at stable peace. These Extraterrestrials of the future have liberties and technologies that Terrestrials do not have today. Yet humans today have the ability and perhaps the practical political will – via the TO proposal – to help insure humanity’s non-extinction and promote human flourishing in a free and prosperous world at stable peace in extraterrestrial space (almost all of the universe).

I will assume that it is a fact that if today's Terrestrials are to produce such an extraterrestrial Treaty Organization (including effective enforcement provisions), it will require agreement from a number of Peoples. How many persons or peoples would accept or endorse a Space Treaty that effectively and enforceably bans weapons and their manufacture from extraterrestrial space? In this context (a good and practical legacy to our offspring), I should think we should be diligent enough to rally enough supporters. For example, TO might be signed originally by, say, twenty Peoples (including most of the "major" ones). But the Treaty would be strongly effectively enforced by TO’s Agency for a Better Cosmos (ABC) – NOT by Peoples/States – against ALL and EVERYONE, whether or not they sign the Treaty. Once in force, I would expect many others to sign on – since the Treaty applies to them even if they do not sign it. Sooner or later the Treaty really would have to be strongly effectively enforced by the ABC against all and everyone, because eventually persons and communities will permanently settle in extraterrestrial space. (Such a Treaty also offers hope and inspiration to those of us of the present.)

Okay, you may say, this is a reasonable enough start, but what other liberties, responsibilities, and political structures would be appropriate for the Extraterrestrial World? So far, what we presumably have is a partial prototype for an Extraterrestrial
World at stable peace. But what about conflicts and the plurality of deeply held religious and philosophic worldviews?

[3.2 Midwife To An Evolving Extraterrestrial Society]

The TO would serve as midwife to an evolving Extraterrestrial Society.

What seems to me both practical and fair in this context is to think in terms of an Extraterrestrial Society of Intentional Communities. Each person is free to found new (intentional) communities. Each Community would determine its own membership requirements. Each Community would have its own culture of liberties and responsibilities; a member would generally be free to leave the community. A mechanism or set of mechanisms would be established to insure that each member is fully and properly informed of their liberty to leave the (intentional) community. (I suppose some communities might still allow their members the possibility of experiencing serious physical pain – but they would also allow a member to voluntarily leave their community. Too, I suppose banning animal cruelty and serious animal pain would be desirable and feasible. At least at first, this might mean with respect to animals that only domesticated or farm animals would be allowed permanent residence in extraterrestrial space?)

Note that some ("hermit") communities would consist of only one person. On old Terra, it was often difficult or impossible to leave one's community – sometimes expulsion effectively meant the individual's death. The sustainable prosperous context of the Extraterrestrial Society of Intentional Communities is radically different. If in the unlikely event this turns out not to be the case, then TO may not work exactly as envisioned by me. But whatever the case may be, the TO would have to be realistically flexible and convincingly knowledgeable of all relevant technology including on the cutting-edge and perhaps too the merely imaginable.

So at the level of the Society (of Communities) we have: (1) Peace: Weapons, weapons-making, and violence (including animal cruelty and serious animal pain) are strongly effectively
enforceably banned (and so-called “research” would not be permitted as a way to get around the ban); and, (2) **Freedom:** Every individual person is fully aware of and fully informed of their general liberty to leave their community. This too is strongly effectively enforced. The Society and the communities necessarily work closely together to fully insure the liberties and responsibilities associated with both **Peace** and **Freedom.** Also note that since there is "unlimited free land," this fact will additionally help prevent some old terra-style conflicts and resolve or manage others (this would include some old-style civil conflicts).

At the level of **Communities** (in the Society) we have: (1) **Intentionality** (voluntariness): Within the good-faith transparent enforcement of Society's basic principles of peace and freedom, each Community has wide latitude for experimentation. Although there is a general liberty of members to leave the (intentional) Community, this does not necessarily relieve such persons from certain good-faith responsibilities to the Community; and, (2) **Transparency:** Each Community must strongly, effectively, and transparently help enforce the Society's basic principles of peace and freedom.

I believe the political theory or moral-political approach I have invented above with respect to TO is unique and original. It differs from the "Law of Peoples" conception of John Rawls in that TO is meant to be structured so as to necessarily ultimately generate an Extraterrestrial Law of Persons. Yet TO takes seriously the distinction Rawls makes between a "political conception" and "comprehensive doctrines." (A political conception or model addresses persons only with respect to, or at the level of, citizenship. Comprehensive doctrines or worldviews, whether religious or secular, address the full range, or deep levels, of one’s personhood and relationships.) In my "Society of Communities" theory, **Society** corresponds to a political conception or model, and **Communities** represent comprehensive doctrines or worldviews.

"Is stable peace possible if each person or each people is passionately convinced that their worldview is basically good and
correct – and that other worldviews are evil or bad or incorrect?"
If you can sincerely and in good faith agree to my TO political conception (my approach above), the answer to this question appears to be YES, such stable peace is possible. If you can at most only agree to my TO approach as a temporary compromise, then the answer may be NO.

"If we could enforceably prevent each and every person from killing any person over a conflict (say, a conflict of worldviews) would we do so? If so, how would we resolve our conflicts?" If you can sincerely and in good faith (instead of merely as a temporary compromise) agree to my TO approach above, then stable peace in extraterrestrial space seems both possible and desirable. This approach, so I believe, realistically outlines a structure of stable peace for World Society and local Communities in extraterrestrial space – pointing toward conflict management in the new framework and encouraging subsequent projects to invent needed specifics.

According to TO, the architectures of extraterrestrial settlements will have to be PFIT (Peaceful, Free, Intentional, Transparent). Indeed, the architectures of all extraterrestrial structures will have to be congruent with PFIT. TO, via TO’s ABC (Agency for a Better Cosmos), will proactively enforce the PFIT requirements. TO and ABC will have to be on the cutting edge of such changing technologies if they are to successfully fulfill their missions. PFIT preplanning and PFIT retrofitting of PFIT extraterrestrial settlements and structures will be an ongoing task.

§4. Conclusion

The political structure of island Earth, which is neither a Law of Peoples nor a Law of Persons, is unworkable. But at this unique point in history it is both desirable and feasible to establish a Terrestrial Law of Peoples (via the UP proposal). The political structure of extraterrestrial Space, which is neither a Law of Peoples nor a Law of Persons, is unworkable. But at this unique point in history it is both desirable and feasible to establish a Treaty Organization of peoples structured so as to necessarily
ultimately generate an Extraterrestrial Law of Persons (via the TO proposal).

At this doubly-unique terrestrial-extraterrestrial point in world history, UP-TO is politically doable. World posterity would be eternally grateful to the EU and others for playing leading roles in birthing the joint UP-TO project. A window of opportunity has opened to the world. It is an open invitation for the world to achieve peace, freedom, and prosperity for the first time in history.
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5. “Extraterrestrial O’Neill Habitats” (or “SEG communities”) – See, for example: (A) P. Ulmschneider, “O’Neill-Type Space Habitats and the Industrial Conquest of Space,” Chapter 16 in Charles Tandy (editor), Death And Anti-Death, Volume 7 (Palo Alto, California: Ria University Press, 2009). (B) Seg-


7. For such quotations as in this paragraph, see the websites *Spaceflight or Extinction* <www.spaext.com> and *Space Quotes to Ponder* <www.spacequotes.com>. 
A project plan communicates vital information to all project stakeholders. If you approach it as something more than a dry document and communicate that aspect of it differently to everyone involved, it can and will be seen as integral to your project’s success. The fact is, a plan is more than dates. It’s the story of your project, and you don’t want it to be a tall tale! Like any well-written story, there are components that make it good. In fact, any solid plan should answer these questions:

Some projects are smooth and easy to manage, and others are a complete nightmare that wakes you up at 3 a.m. every other night (it happens). Regardless, plans will change. With a good team and a clear scope of work, you’re on your way to making a solid plan that is manageable and well-thought-out. Read or Download our The Ultimate Guide to Project Management e-book for FREE and start learning today! This book starts out with the basics of project management—it gets you up to speed on what lean, gantt, scrum, and other project management terms are all about. It’s perfect for the first time project manager, or anyone who feels overwhelmed by projects. Then, there’s app roundups of the best project management tools, along with the app stacks teams use to handle everything else in their projects. Those come alongside expert advice on running projects, choosing software, and using project management apps for personal tasks. They’re perfect for anyone managing projects—whether you Web-based open source project management software to support teams along the entire project management life-cycle: task management, Gantt charts, agile boards, team collaboration, bug tracking, roadmap, time and cost reporting. FREE trial! The new OpenProject release contains powerful new collaboration features, such as WYSIWYG text editor, intelligent workflows, conditional formatting, a new design, and much more. See what’s new. OpenProject is the leading open source project management software. Support your project management process along the entire project life cycle: From project initiation to closure. Project conception and initiation. Project definition and planning.